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FEEDBACK ANALYSIS FOR SYLLABUS REVISION 2017

The major revision of all Programmes such as PG, M.Phil & PhD
Coursework undertaken in 2017 was based on Students’ feedback to
make the courses valid in terms of content of the competitive
examinations such as Civil Services, UGC-NET exam and other entrance
examinations for higher studies.
Apart from this, the need for extensive practice in use of Psychometric
tests was another concern that led to modification of the syllabi
accordingly. Addition of current tests was part of this feedback.
Introduction of Field Study stemmed from students’ interest for guided
field experience to understand psychological concepts as it occurs in
real life situations.
The demand for more specializations led to the introduction of Human
Resource Psychology in both PG & M. Phil. besides Counselling
Psychology
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FEEDBACK ANALYSIS FOR SYLLABUS REVISION 2021

The introduction of virtual case study at PG level as an alternative to
Field Study was based on students’ feedback during pandemic. Owing
to restrictions in physical visit to organisations, the website visit served
the students’ interest as well as curricula design well.
The online classes and the psychological impact of the pandemic in
different spheres of Psychology made their way to the syllabus of both
PG & M.Phil in many units of some of the courses to better equip the
students. The need of use of PowerPoint slides and switching on of
camera while teaching were what most of the students communicated
through feedback about online classes.
Students felt that the third semester course load was higher than rest
of the semester. Therefore, one course was shifted to the fourth
semester to make the credit points of all semesters equal.
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Teachers’ Effectiveness Feedback Analysis

The feedback of students on Teaching Effectiveness takes into account
the ratings received from students in terms of clarity, pace, quality and
other dimensions of teaching of the faculty members.
The teachers try to modify their style of teaching if it is possible. And
retain the dimensions appreciated by the students.
Many a times, teachers give more importance to deliver interesting
lectures as it draws students towards learning.
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Alumni Feedback analysis and Action taken

 The feedback of alumni for student mentoring has been
implemented.
 Alumni invited for induction of newly admitted PG students.
 Alumni are invited to take classes in PG, M.Phil. & PhD
coursework classes.
 Alumni meet are regularly held.
 Alumni are in the organizing committee of the Diamond Jubilee
Celebration of the Department.
 Alumni take part in the Annual Function of the Department and
address the students.
 Alumni take part in conducting examination of Research students.

